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ET beings Use Green
Light to Support
Earth Beings
ET Traveler
September 6, 2007

Greetings! I am a traveler from a galaxy far from here. You have lightbeings
here as well, but you do not usually observe them. You yourselves are lightbeings who are passing through these physical forms in order to learn something,
but you are not physical in your natural state. You are like me. I happened to
be nearby when Robert began speaking of having seen the green light in the
sea. That green light was emanated because there was a vehicle under the sea.
Sometimes the beings in the vehicle are working with sea creatures—in this
case, they were working to support whales and turtles—and it is only when
they are doing that that they will emanate that green light, because that light
has a way of improving the quality of energy in the sea.
The sea on your planet is a living being, not unlike the way your own
bodily fluids are alive and support your life. If it were not for the fluids in your
body, you could not occupy the body. The fluids create a connection between
your light and the physical form of the body. That is why your light can be
temporarily expressed through these physical bodies. Without the fluid, you
could never do that. And the saline fluid is particularly helpful, because your
light is incompatible with blood—totally incompatible. If it were not for the
saline systems of your body, along with other liquids, you could not function in
the body—you would instantly move out of the body.
So why do we have blood, then?

Your blood has to do with Earth. Through the woman, Earth produces the
body it can produce. Earth is composed of iron to a great degree, you under1
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stand, and iron makes up a large part of your blood. That is what your light is
incompatible with. So if it were not for the saline systems of your body, you
could not be in your body.
The Light Associated with Your Planet Is Red
Why are you here?

I am just passing through. In the past, I have been associated in my form—
as I am now, not in body—with those beings on the ship who like to support
whales and turtles and sometimes dolphins on your planet.
Are they from Sirius?

No. They do not wish it to be known where they are from. But where they
are from is closer than that—they are in your galaxy.
Our galaxy. Okay. Why did your own light show as red or orange? Is there a significance
to that?

That is because of the iron on your planet.
You reflect the iron just by being here?

I don’t reflect it. My light shows up, but the light associated with your
planet—with the structures, the stone, of your planet—is red. That is the light
that it exudes, and that is the light that it consumes. Visiting your planet, you
as a being made of your planet would see me that way. Robert saw me that way,
but the color that would be seen beyond this planet would be a different one.
It is a pale yellow with some portion that is white. The color when you are
beyond here, regardless of how you appear on Earth, is similar.
I hate to make the channel talk so much when his voice is going. Would you like to talk to
us another time and tell us about yourself?

No, I am just passing through. Now or never!
All right. Are you on your way somewhere, or are you just observing the planet?

I am just passing through; this space is part of my route. Perhaps I was attracted because of the ship’s activities in this area.
These Beings Who Emit Green Light
Feel Like Long-Lost Friends
The ship is still here, and while it is not exuding that light in the water, it is
exuding that light in the air. One does not see it, though, because it is presently
exuding the light in a forest where green light would be less noticeable. The
trees breathe it in, and they breathe it out. Trees are often compatible with
other life, including sea life.
I didn’t know that. Do these beings in that craft come frequently to help the sea life?
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They have been coming more frequently. They are able to come and go on
your planet when they choose, for their energy causes no harm to any form of
life here, of course. And their energy, as it comes to your planet, appears to be
something natural when noted.
Ah! So nobody from the various military forces is going to shoot at them.

No one is going to be offended at their presence or feel frightened by them.
If you met the individuals on the ship, regardless of who you are on the planet,
you would feel as if you had met a long-lost friend. You would relate to them
that way, and they would relate to you that way. You might even have some
shared recollections, even though you would know as you were speaking of the
recollections that this was not something that you did with this being or others
in this life, because you would be speaking about matters that are not associated with Earth life. But in those moments, you would be able to recall them.
They would be experiences that we had on other planets, in other places?

Yes, but you would be able to recall them as well as you could recall what
you did yesterday.
Would these beings speak to us through Robert?

I do not know. I do not speak for them. You would have to ask another time.
I will. All right, I am going to let you go, because he can’t channel as long as he used to
anymore, but thank you so much. Thank you.

Have a most benevolent life and passage to the beyond.
Thank you. Bless you.
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